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LONDON:  Stock markets across the world sank
yesterday, deepening the week’s losses as
investors banked profits from recent gains and
Europe wearily eyed Brexit developments.

Hong Kong and Tokyo spearheaded an Asian
market plunge, with technology and energy firms
the biggest losers after Wall Street dropped on
Tuesday. Europe meanwhile tripped out of the
gates and was still languishing in the red by mid-
afternoon, with the exception of London, as Wall
Street extended the previous day’s losses at the
opening bell.

“It’s profit taking until the end of the year,” Will
Hamlyn, senior equity investment analyst  at
Manulife Asset Management, told AFP. “And in
particular, there’s been a lot of weakness in Asia
over the last few days,” he added, highlighting
investor nerves over high valuation levels in the
region.

A global equity rally hit the buffers this week as
the US probe into Russia’s alleged election med-
dling sowed uncertainty.

Taxing times 
Additionally, traders remain cautious about

Washington’s ability to push through tax cuts. “US
stocks are lower in early action after faltering the
past two sessions as the global markets assess the
year’s strong rally and the prospects for tax reform
that has hamstrung the technology sector, with the
expected highly contentious reconciliation process
set to begin,” said analysts at the Charles Schwab
brokerage.

The pound retreated with British-EU talks in
limbo, one day after the government’s coalition
partner dismissed Prime Minister Theresa May’s
position on the future of Northern Ireland’s border
with eurozone member Ireland. But the weaker
currency helped lift the London stock market into
slightly positive territory. 

May yesterday told parliament that “we will
ensure that there is no hard border between
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland”.
May is expected in Brussels again this week to try
to get an agreement that would let her move the

talks on to trade at  an EU summit in mid-
December.

Another key drag was sliding copper prices,
which hammered the mining sector, while there
were worries about China’s crackdown on borrow-
ing-fuelled investments.

Oil prices were hit by data showing a big rise in
US crude inventories, which tends to signal weaker
demand. 

Meanwhile, the dollar slipped against the yen in
a quiet market yesterday, with appetite for risk
muted as concerns about a possible US govern-
ment shutdown offset optimism about progress on
tax reform legislation. Analysts said it was unlikely
there would be any big moves in the dollar before
Friday’s closely watched non-farm payrolls report
and perhaps not until next week’s US Federal
Reserve policy meeting.

Moves in Bitcoin dwarfed those in regular cur-
rencies again, with the cryptocurrency hitting a
new record high of more than $12,800, up almost
10 percent on the day. It  is  on track for i ts

strongest quarter since 2013 after almost tripling
in price since the start of October. The dollar hit a
five-day low of 111.99 yen, down half a percent on
the day, with the Japanese currency displaying its
standard relationship with the country’s stock mar-
ket: When it falls, the yen gains.

“This is a typical risk-off move,” said BMO
Capital Markets currency strategist Stephen Gallo,
in London. “The yen crosses have been a drag all
morning, and I  think that ’s  fed through into
euro/dollar, with a weaker euro/yen dragging
down the euro against the dollar too.” The euro
edged down 0.1 percent to $1.1815. The dollar
index, which tracks the greenback against a basket
of six major currencies, was flat at 93.297.

But in the meantime, the possibility of a US gov-
ernment shutdown looms, if lawmakers fail to reach
a budget accord this week. Government funding is
set to expire tomorrow. “As we know, in general
they (US Congress) find a solution, even if it’s a
last-day solution,” said Commerzbank currency
strategist Esther Reichelt. —Agencies
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